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Text

DON’T FORGET TO ADD PARAGRAPH 
TITLES

Dear readers, extraordinary members and other interested

On the moment this Natural Resource falls on your doorstep it is already the third 
period of the year, which means that our academic has passed its half-way point. 

Just after the first NR was published, the inauguration took place. This was 
traditionally in the first week of October in the most beautiful café of Delft: Het 
Noorden. I’m happy to say that 85 first years earned their Mining-Blue tie! A few 
weeks later they showed their skills during the MV cup, this year not with soccer but 
with lasergaming in the Mekelpark. From that moment on the lustrum week arrived 
quickly. 

The Lustrum committee was already preparing the celebrations for the 125th birthday 
of the MV for over a year with the help of the SymCo, VNC and the BuCo. The 
festivities started with the opening and Yearbook ceremony on Monday. A two meter 
long Häckel was given to the faculty, which can be admired - next to the new mineral 
display cabinet. The  78th Yearbook with the theme ‘Form the future, be a step ahead’  
was presented.  The day was finalised  with the Annual Dinner  in De Verbeelding, 
where a restaurant full of miners enjoyed the rest of the evening.  

A big highlight of the lustrum week was the symposium. Remarkable speakers like 
the secretary general of the OPEC Mr. Mohammed Barkindo and Jeroen van der Veer 
prepared interesting speeches related to relevant theme, ‘Energy transition’. It was a 
great success! 
The next day, four groups of students went to different companies for excursions.  
Afterwards, students could continue to ‘Het Noorden’ and have a beer (or two) during 
the extended Noordenevening. For this special evening, the walls of ‘Het Noorden’ 
were not white and decorated with borrowed traffic signs, but the NoCo painted 
‘Het Noorden’ black, with glow in the dark figures. On Thursday, the Open Party 
took place in Rijswijk. On Friday, the ‘reunistendiner’ was hosted at the old faculty 
at Mijnbouwstraat 120. Over 220 alumni could catch up and everyone felt nostalgic 
to have dinner with drinks in the faculty they were lectured in during their studies. 
Beforehand, the Noordenboek was presented and handed out to everyone present at 
the reunistendiner. If you don’t have one yet, come to the MV room or send us an 
e-mail. For students, it is free to pick up. For BLMV, or alumni, it is 15 euros. To finalise 
the 25th lustrum, a chic gala took place in Rotterdam were we danced until late in the 
night.

At the start of December, we organised the Company Days at the faculty, which 
various different companies visited. During the holidays, the MV skiing trip was 
organised yet again. Since it is almost time for exams, some students studied during 
the holidays, while others joined us to Alpe D’Heuz for the skiing trip. I am positive 
that all of our students will get good grades during the coming exam period! 
On behalf of the 126st board, I wish everybody all the best for 2018, and would like to 
conclude with a firm and harmonious,
Glück Auf!
Steve van Adrichem

Presidential



Giant curtain erected in Peru 
in bid to reveal secrets of the 
cloud forest
January 5, 2018

What will happen if climate change pushes clouds higher into the sky, 
as models predict? One ecosystem that will be seriously affected will 
be cloud forests – tropical jungles persistently bathed in fog. Until now, 
little research had been done on the likely impacts of rising clouds, but 
one scientist is planning to change that using an enormous curtain 
strung up in the middle of the forest.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jan/05/giant-curtain-
erected-in-peru-in-bid-to-reveal-secrets-of-the-cloud-forest
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News

Heavy-petroleum 
fuels raising 
vanadium 
emissions
December 15, 2017

Human emissions of the potentially 
harmful trace metal vanadium into Earth’s 
atmosphere have spiked sharply since 
the start of the 21st century due in large 
part to industry’s growing use of heavy 
oils, tar sands, bitumen and petroleum 
coke for energy, a new Duke study finds. 
These emissions now exceed those from 
all natural sources combined. Growing 
evidence suggests exposure to vanadium-
rich aerosols can impair respiratory 
functions and exacerbate conditions such 
as asthma or COPD.

h t t p s : / / w w w . s c i e n c e d a i l y . c o m /
releases/2017/12/171215121052.htm

Trump’s call for some 
‘good old global warming’ 
ridiculed by climate 
experts
December 29, 2017

US president again conflates weather with climate to mock 
climate change. Experts call comments ‘scientifically ridiculous 
and demonstrably false’.
Donald Trump once dismissed it as a “hoax” created by the 
Chinese to destroy American jobs, but on a freezing Thursday 
night in the eastern US the president found himself pining for 
some of that “good old global warming”.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/dec/29/donald-
trump-good-old-global-warming-us-winter

In Antarctic dry valleys, 
early signs of climate 
change-induced shifts in soil
January 6, 2018

In a study spanning two decades, a team of researchers led by 
Colorado State University found declining numbers of soil fauna, 
nematodes and other animal species in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, 
one of the world’s driest and coldest deserts. This discovery is 
attributed to climate change, which has triggered melting and 
thawing of ice in this desert since an uncharacteristically warm 
weather event in 2001.

https://phys.org/news/2018-01-antarctic-valleys-early-climate-
change-induced.html
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A sinking, melting ancient 
tectonic plate may fuel 
Yellowstone’s supervolcano
January 2, 2018

The driving force behind Yellowstone’s long and explosive volcanic history 
may not be as deep as once thought. A new study suggests that instead of 
a plume of hot mantle that extends down to Earth’s core, the real culprit 
is a subducting tectonic plate that began sinking beneath North America 
hundreds of millions of years ago.

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/sinking-melting-ancient-tectonic-plate-
may-fuel-yellowstones-supervolcano?mode=topic&context=60

Geopolitical risks to US oil 
supply lowest since the early 
1970s
January 5, 2018

The geopolitical risks to the United States’ oil supply are the lowest 
since the early 1970s, due to fracking, climate action and a more diverse 
global supply, according to a new paper. America’s energy prosperity 
contrasts with a more fraught period for energy-exporting countries 
where geopolitical challenges have been compounded by fiscal stress 
and rising domestic energy demand, the authors said.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/01/180105135244.htm

Multi-year submarine-
canyon study challenges 
textbook theories about 
turbidity currents
December 11, 2017

The most extensive, long-term effort to monitor turbidity 
currents ever attempted has just been completed. The results 
of this two-year project challenge existing paradigms about 
what causes turbidity currents, what they look like, and how 
they work.

h t t p s : / / w w w . s c i e n c e d a i l y . c o m /
releases/2017/12/171211145728.htm

Oldest fossils ever found show 
life on Earth began before 3.5 
billion years ago
December 18, 2017

Researchers at UCLA and the University of Wisconsin-Madison have 
confirmed that microscopic fossils discovered in a nearly 3.5 billion-
year-old piece of rock in Western Australia are the oldest fossils ever 
found and indeed the earliest direct evidence of life on Earth.

https://phys.org/news/2017-12-oldest-fossils-life-earth-began.html

Shakedown in Oklahoma: 
To cut the number of 
bigger earthquakes, inject 
less saltwater
January 5, 2018

In Oklahoma, reducing the amount of saltwater (highly 
brackish water produced during oil and gas recovery) pumped 
into the ground seems to be decreasing the number of small 
fluid-triggered earthquakes. But a new study shows why it 
wasn’t enough to ease bigger earthquakes.

h t t p s : / / w w w . s c i e n c e d a i l y . c o m /
releases/2018/01/180105082335.htm
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Board highlighted: Secretary

By J. Rudlang

Name:  Renske Free
Age:  22
Study year: 4th year AES student
Board function: Secretary

Next up for the NR´s board highlighted 
is our very own secretary, Renske! And 
so, what is usually the highlight of your 
day?
Usually it´s the part when one of my 
board members asks: “does anybody 
want a coffee?”. And I will be like: “Yeee, 
cappuccino!”. The next highlight is when 
I finish answering my emails, or when 
I don’t forget to collect the newspaper, 
so that everybody can solve the Sudoku 
or the crossword puzzle. I also love the 
moment when Sil turns on Ed Sheeran 
at 16:45, as that is the moment we can all 
stop working and relax. I enjoy helping 
out other people too, so when they come 
to the MV-room with a question I will 
say: “I´ll help you!” Well, it´s not really 
me who’s going to help you, but I´ll ask 
somebody else to help you, someone 
who knows better than me.”

Now you are a board member, but you 
started as a freshman. And before you 
became a freshman: how did you get 
interested in AES?
I grew up in Indonesia, in a tiny village 
on top of a volcano. One day it erupted, 
and we had to evacuate at 03.00 A.M. 
That was one of the first times I thought 
that the earth is extremely interesting. 
Since then, we moved back to the 
Netherlands, and when I was in 4th 
grade, my dad asked me if I wanted to 
study mining. To that I responded: “No 
way! I´m never going to study mining 
and work underground with a helmet 
and a light on my head.”. However, I saw 

almost every university in the whole 
of the Netherlands and still ended up 
doing Applied Earth Sciences! My dad 
was like: “I told you so!”. That is how I 
became a freshman, and I have enjoyed 
it ever since!

How was it like to be part of the board 
for the 25th lustrum?
It was amazing! It is so special to be part 
of the board during a lustrum year, and 
especially to help the lustrum committee 
as QQ, together with Steve. And I have 
to say that the Lustrum Committee 
and all the committees helping them 
(VNC, SYMCO and NOCO) did a great 
job! As the board, you get to meet so 
many different people, from different 
years, different boards and different 
places in the world. For instance, during 
the alumni dinner I got to meet many 
former secretaries. Some of them had 
even studied at the old mining faculty, 
where the diner took place, and they 
entertained me by showing secret 
routes and passages in the building. It 
was a lot of fun.

Sell the new Mijnbouw Mannen 
calendar in 126 words…
Delft is a wonderful city with many 
highlights or spots you should visit. 
The MV also has a couple of very 
handsome and hot boys. Hot boys 
and hot locations, why not combine 
the two and make it in a beautiful 
calendar. Each month, you can look at 
an attractive, sometimes very steamy, 
mining engineer whilst he is posing 
in front of Delft’s top attractions. Two 
attractions for each month, twelve 
times a year. Doesn’t that sound like 
something you should have hanging 
on your bathroom wall? On top of that, 
the calendar features a golden honorary 
member, together with his well-known 
dog Molly! For 6 euro’s only, you can 
buy this epic calendar, made by four 
beautiful girls who worked hard on it! 
Glück Auf! 

If you ever discovered a mineral what 
would you name it?
Something with Free, because that is 
my surname. Maybe Freeotite, no wait! 
I would name it Freeatit, as in free-a-tit.

Describe each board member as a 
stationary item…
Let´s start with Sil. He has this annoying 
thing going on where he puts his web 
Whatsapp on, and it goes like: “PLING 

PLING, PLINGPLING PLING!”, every 
time he gets a message. So, I feel like the 
Whatsapp now really represents Sil, just 
talking a lot and making crazy sounds in 
the back of the MV-room.

Then we have Janneke. She always 
wears her headset, one of those big 
Bose headset, that blocks out every 
sound. Except when we say something 
about her, then she suddenly hears 
everything, so we always make jokes 
when she wears them.  Therefore, I can 
say that Janneke is her noise-cancelling 
head set, as it really is a thing. 

Next is Obbe, you need him but you 
never hear him. He could be asleep for 
all you know, which he sometimes is. 
Whenever you need anything and you 
tell him so, he will do anything for you. 
He also likes to annoy Janneke, and it 
is amazing to listen to. I guess he is like 
a radio, quiet, but you love it once it´s 
turned on. It will be like Slam FM, but 
then Obbe FM.

Steve likes to integrate with everybody, 
and he is young and enthusiastic. 
He is like an address book, wanting 
everyone’s sponsoring details, contact 
information ect. Or he can be his MV-
tie, he always wears it crooked and 
never seems to get it straight. It’s pretty 
funny, especially when he gets a bit 
frustrated by it.  

As for me, I would be the telephone, or 
maybe just me talking to everybody, 
because I really love getting to know 
people. Every time I pick up the phone 
I say: “Glück Auf, met Renske Free van 
de Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging”. 
Now, when the phone rings, and before 
I even manage to answer it, Sil and 
Obbe already scream: “Glück Auf, met 
Renske Free van de Mijnbouwkundige 
Vereeniging”, sounding just like me!

What should AES-students and alumni 
be looking forward to this year?
I am very enthusiastic about all the 
excursions. This is great for all the 
students to get an overview of all the 
master tracks and the variety of things 
they can do after their bachelors. Also, 
I look forward to the bucket wheel tour 
and I hope a lot of alumni will join us for 
a good ride.
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NR dines with... the LuCo

By K. van Alphen

On a beautiful wednesday evening, a few weeks 
before the lustrum would begin, the NR ate 
spareribs with the LuCo and interviewed them 
about their achievements. 

When did you start organising the Lustrum 
and how much time has been spent every 
week?
We were asked to be the Lustrum 
Committee more than a year ago and  have 
spend very much time in organising the 
lustrum since then.

Tell us more about your orange caravan? 
Where is it from?  How has it been living 
in it? What are you gonna do with it now?
Do you mean the awesome Lustrum 
caravan? Well that’s kind of classified 
because what happens in the caravan stays 
in the caravan. It is really exclusive, only 
luco 25th members are allowed to enter, 
except if you are invited.

What’s on the menu tonight? Any of you a 
secret cook? 
As we went to the ribs factory, spare ribs 
were on the menu but the secret cook 
of the luco; that is Jaap van Duijn, many 
monday evenings we spend at his kitchen!

Your slogan: “Do or die. Creating the 
resource market of tomorrow”, how did 
you come up with it/ what is the idea 
behind it?
We came up with this slogan during our 
policy weekend. To be exact Milou and 
Emma did. We were discussing what was 
happening in our field of work, what is 
the future going to look like? The energy 
transition is taking place right now and 
will be even more important the coming 
years so that explains the “the market of 
tomorrow” part. After we made up the 
slogan we started having some drinks and 
went swimming in the pond at Wout’s 
place. We also called Hans de Ruijter to 
ask what he thought of the theme and he 
was absolutely in favour. The big thought 
behind the theme is also that is reaches a 
big audience.

What has been the most challenging task 
so far? And how did you solve it?
The smoking area of the alumni dinner as 
smoking is not allowed in the old mining 
faculty, the location of the alumni dinner. 
We still wanted a roofed smoking area so 
the caravan will operate as smoking area. 
Furthermore finding sponsors was hard. 
Everybody has to realise that the sector is 
not the way it formerly was anymore. This 
also influences the way they think about 
sponsoring. For example in a way that 
they want to be associated with the MV 
to a lesser extend or that they completely 
changed their sponsor policies. In hindsight 
we are very proud of the way we achieved 
what we did and we are very grateful to 
our sponsors for this.

Is it more important being an independent 
worker or a team player when organising 
such a big event?
Being a team player is most important in 
our opinion as you will have to deal with 
the others for a long time. On the other 
side it is also very important to be able to 
work on your own. This unmistakably is 
a part of being a part-time board as not 
everybody will be available all the time.

Describe each other as a type of resource…
Milou is like a Rare Earth Metal, she 
exists only in very low concentrations, yet 
everybody wants to have her.

Emma is like the wind. If you’re too hot, 
a chilly breeze is nice, but if you’ve stood 
in the wind the entire day, you’ll end up 
feeling really tired...Emma adds: Metal 

is also a way to describe me, but that has 
more to do with my music preferences.

Jaap is described as alcohol, one is nice 
but having too much is not beneficial for 
anyone.

Wesley is like Kerosine, he has lots energy 
but is also very flammable and his smell is 
pungent..

Wout is like diamond, it takes some time 
but in the end it yields.

What are you most excited about?
We’re most excited about the symposium. 
We have achieved a great lineup of 
speakers that are in line with the theme 
of our symposium. As the theme of the 
lustrum is so broad the symposium also 
addresses a lot of people. We are very 
proud of this as LuCo.

Any particular skills you have developed 
during your time as LuCo?
A major thing you learn is that you’re 
dependent of other people. This challenged 
our communication skills and patience 
a lot. An example of this is trying to 
get money from the board. The biggest 
learning point is that you cannot have 
everything the way you want it to be with 
an event with so much different opinions. 
A typical quote for this is: ”Niemand 
maakt het feestje voor je, het feestje maakt 
iedereen zelf!”
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 ▼ The Luco, from left to right: Wout Lohle,  
Emma Zomer, Wesley van Maanen,  
Milou Kaptein and Jaap van Duijn.

What do you hope people get out of the 
week? What impression do you want them 
to be left with?
We would like to bring the message across 
that having fun during your studies also is 
very important part. The MV exists for 125 
years and friendships made during these 
years are a very important part of why the 
MV still exists. We would like to emphasise 
this.

What sets this lustrum apart from the 
others?
Of course because it is the 25th lustrum. 
Furthermore the MV has grown a lot since 
the last lustrum. Because of this the size of 
the lustrum has grown as well. On top of 
that the audience is broadened to people 
outside of our study as well by the theme. 
They can see that our sector is actively 
searching for alternatives and innovating 
to match the future expectations. All in all 
this results in events we are very proud of.

Would you do it again, organising the 
lustrum?
Despite the fact that organizing the 
lustrum is an awesome experience most of 
us would not do it again. Simply because it 
takes so much time. That’s why we would 
gladly like to continue with our own 
lives again now. Nevertheless we would 
recommend everyone to do it as it is a very 
fun and instructive period but doing it two 
times would just be an overkill.

What is your next great step? Future 
plans? Taking a break?
Emma: I’m going to be involved in the 
Community of Energy Top Talent. I’m 
going to be the ambassador of Top Sector 
Energy where I’ll get the chance to teach 
people about the energy transition on 
symposia. Also I’ll be busy with creating a 
network of companies in the energy sector.

What is the most embarrassing thing you 
have experienced together?
Wout used the word fault instead of the 
word ‘mistake’ in his email communication 
with professional symposium speaker.

Name a useless talent.
Wesley can lay his leg in his neck. Jaap 
can drink 3 SG’tjes of Grolsch kanon in the 
morning. Emma can dj very well. Milou can 
keep in touch with DSC very well. Wout 
can be quick during 30 seconds while the 
rest of his life he is not.

Who of you is still most sjaarsch inside?
All together: Wesley.

Who has no ‘ruggengraat’?
Milou

Who is the moodiest in the morning?
Emma

How long will you guys sleep the sunday 
after the prom?
25 hours most likely.

If you 5 where locked up together, who 
would end up in a fight first?
For sure someone with Wesley, or Wesley 
with himself.

Luco quotes?
 ‘Luco altijd indrinken’ ‘Waar is de hangout 
dan?’ Quote van Wout: ‘eehh, ehhh’ 
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Lustrum short stories

Lustrum opening
By: F. Louwerse

On the 20th of November, Steve van Adrichem opened the 25th lustrum of the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging and the theme “Do or Die, 
creating the resource market of tomorrow” was introduced by the lustrum committee. Former rector of technical university Delft and 
honorary member Jacob Fokkema spoke about the role of science in the future and what Applied Earth Sciences students can contribute 
to the energy transition. The change in the educational program was discussed by Jan Dirk Jansen as he explained how we as a study are 
preparing for the future: keep thinking of the basics, but adapt with the needs of the industry. After the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging 
gave the faculty an enormous heckle as a present, a cuddly toy in the form of a bird flew through the room and brought the yearbook 
towards Raimon van Grootel and was handed to the persons present. Elbert Looijs was presenting the energy transition as a form of hi-
tech transition, as a support to the yearbook theme “form the future, be a step ahead”.

Annual Dinner
By: S. Dehout

On the first of the night of the most epic week of this year and the years to come, the 25th lustrum began with the annual dinner located at (...)
After having a very entertaining and exciting opening, we had to opportunity to experience a beautiful firework show which helped us step 
into the mood of the evening. 
Later on, we biked to the old center of the beautiful city of delft decorated by with very pretty Christmas lights to finally arrive at the annual 
dinner. 
As soon as we arrived at the restaurant many beers were consumed and mining songs started to echo around the whole restaurant. Even the 
ISW were very proud to stand up and sing the first mining songs which they learned with the very enthusiastic BuCo. 
 After having the starter of the multicourse dinner, we had the pleasure to welcome the very special masked guest of the evening which after 
many false guessing from the crowd, turned out to be the one and only Giovanni Bertotti. (Teacher of year right ?) 
Further into the night, many speeches were held from the president Steve and Janneke member of the board, previously part of the 
yearbookcommisie, thanking everyone to be present tonight and again firmly and proudly announce the beginning of the lustrum.  
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Symposium
By: A. Essle

For the 125th year of the 
Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging the 
Lustrum Committee organized the 
Lustrum Symposium.
In light of the increase in demand for 
natural resources, and the pressure that 
that causes on the earth’s environment, 
choosing the topic of energy transition 
to be the focal point of the symposium 
was very alluring. It gave us students 
an insight on how the leaders of the 
natural resource market view this 
global challenge. The first speaker, 
the secretary general of OPEC, HE 
Mohammad S. Barkindo, mentioned 
how OPEC sees a 35% growth in the 
primary energy demand by 2040, as 
well as a rebound in the oil price in the 

coming years. He did not mention what these countries would do in light of the energy transition trend. 
On the other hand, Pieter van Oord said that he is shifting his business to focus more on the building of offshore wind farms 
to cope with the increasing energy demand in a sustainable way. He predicted that the technological advancement of that 
industry will make it more interesting for investment in the coming years.
Another very interesting speaker was Jeroen van der Veer, former CEO of Shell, 
who expressed that energy transition is inevitable, it is just a question of who will lead it. 

He also shared his experience as CEO of one of the world’s largest companies giving the following advice for entrepreneurs:
1. Choose your business field
2. Know how you are going to win in your business field
3. Integrate better than the competition
4. Have a simple concept of where you are now and where you want to be in the future 

All in all it was a tremendously fruitful event, with many wise words from the market leaders and the question of energy 
transition offered a good insight into the position of these energy companies and how they are planning, or not, to be part of 
this movement. 
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Extended Noordenevening
By: S. Dehout

What a beautiful Extended Noorden Evening it was! An evening full of glowsticks, music, lustrum mokken and beer. We as the NoCo worked 
hard for a week to get everything ready from getting the signs of the wall, to painting, to installing the music installation. But it was all for a 
just cause, the best party of the decade.

 With our rainbow caps and lit-light-gloves on we were ready to start the party which officially began at 9 o’clock.  Normally a party that 
starts at that time will not be pumping until 11 o’clock but this was a different party, this was the Extended Noorden Evening.  After already 
fifteen minutes our old board came rolling in dressed as CAT dump trucks and not soon after the whole floor was filled with people ready to 
party. After coming in everybody received a beautiful lustrum mok (which hopefully survived the night) filled with beer and filled it stayed 
for the whole evening as you could get refills whenever the stomach desired. 

The International students had a blast as well. One of them came to us and asked: ‘Damn this is one incredible party, do you Dutch people 
always party like this?’ whereupon we replied: ‘No, this is the way Mijnbouwers party’. As expected not all of us can handle to party like a 
Mijnbouwer because one of the members of the NoCo passed out on the kegs in the basement, legend. The evening was so sensational that 
even the police couldn’t resist checking it out. Unfortunately they did not quite like our music taste so we had to switch the music off.

All by all it was one hell of a night. The music was good, the dance moves were better but the people were the best. See you next Extended 
Noorden Evening!

Prom
By: I. Llaneza

On the evening of Saturday the 25th of November, the last Lustrum event took place at the Westelijk Handelsterrein in Rotterdam, 
which was nicely decorated with balloons and garlands. The evening started off with everyone taking their couple and group 
pictures at the photo booth, which resulted in great memorable photos. The live band played with their usual charm and gave people 
the chance to show off their ballroom dancing skills they had learned from the dancing lessons that were provided weeks before the 
gala. The most impressing part of the gala was seeing so many faces I have not seen before; the place was packed with many alumni 
too. Once the DJ started to play the hits, the dancefloor filled up with dancing people of all ages. The drinks were flowing, the music 
kept playing and the people were dancing; all in all, it was a great way to end the MV’s Lustrum week.
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Alumni dinner
By: K. van Alphen

On the Friday of the Lustrumweek it was time for 
another highlight of the lustrum that was looked 
forward to for a long time: the Alumni Dinner. 
About 200 alumni would come back to Delft, 
some travelled real far to reach Delft, to relive a 
night of being a mining student. The Location of 
the Alumni Dinner was the old mining faculty 
were much of the alumni did their studies, a 
beautiful location. After surviving the open 
party of the day before the LuCo, NoCo, VNC 
and board met at the old mining faculty at the 
end of the afternoon, which felt like a morning to 
us. After doing all the necessary preparations it 
was time. The alumni dinner started. Alumni of 
all ages joined the drinks and started sharing old 
mining stories and seeing old friends again. The 
windows of the lustrumcaravan which served 
as smoking area did not survive the first hour 
and from stories of earlier lustra we were really 
curious what was going to happen this night 
as odds of escalation were estimated high. The 
evening went on with singing for example the 

glück auf and as evening turned into night it would not be until the morning before peace returned to the Mijnbouwstraat. All in 
all it can easily be said that the Alumni dinner was a great success.

The open party
By: I. Llaneza

After the trip to Rijswijk, we arrived at a big 
venue. It was clear that everyone was already 
having fun. The weirdest part was being at an 
MV party and seeing so many strangers, which 
of course was a good thing. MV members and 
students from Leiden behind the bars made 
sure there was a continuous flow of liquid 
amusement. Also, I will not forget the people 
that visited the MV from abroad, who wore 
extravagant accessories and were dressed up. 
Many people were of course awaiting DJ Paul 
Estak and judging by the mosh pit it is safe to say 
that he had the crowd pumped up. All in all, it 
was a great night with a great mix of people.
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norms have also faded, such as the male 
dress codes for a jacket and tie at the 
university which carried a more formal 
atmosphere. 

During this time, the so-called half-
lustrum was established and not unlike 
today we too had international student 
visitors. I had also been abroad to events 
in Poland, Germany and Yugoslavia, 
however TU Delft only hosted 
foreign students every five years, 
for the lustrum. Since, the MV was 
frequently invited to visit other foreign 
universities, I suggested the shift to 
more frequently inviting international 
universities, also in the interim of two 
lustra. And so it happened, in 1970, in 
between two lustra, the MV hosted 
some big events, such as a symposium 
and excursions. Five years later, after I 
had graduated, I got an MV newsletter 
announcing the second half-lustrum. 
Furthermore, I occasionally travelled 
to England for study related trips, and 
was always left impressed by the local 
university´s traditions. For example, 
every Friday they arranged a drink with 
graduates and students in the R.S.M 
(Royal School of Mines) pub. I thought 

wasn’t switched as a whole, only two 
or three people at a time. I was still the 
president of the yearbook committee 
when I was asked for the position of 
secretary of the MV board. During this 
time, there was also a lustrum coming 
up. I wanted to take on the challenge 
of both MV board and Yearbook 
committee, and so I was part of both 
boards during the lustrum! After the 
lustrum, the next board change took 
place, and I became the president of the 
MV for the next half year. 

How has the MV changed since you 
were a student?
Well, as I mentioned, the board changes 
were more frequent. However, almost 
none of the current commissions 
existed at that time, it was a totally 
different world. Though, I would say 
that the nature of the MV remains as 
then, the commissions increased and 
adapted, which I think is healthy. If 
you never make changes, you are in 
danger of traditionalism, which can be 
killing, which is apparent now, more 
than ever. Also, the divide between 
younger and older students as well as 
the professors was much larger. Certain 

Nowadays, the freshmen of AES are 
introduced to the MV and the industry 
during the Zero´s excursion, what was 
your first impression of the MV and 
mining back when you started? 
I was actually on the very first Zero´s 
excursion in 1963. Our professor had 
worked in the mining industry, and 
believed it would be nice to give the 
students the opportunity to experience 
the industry first hand during the very 
first week at university. We were taken 
to visit the coal mines in Holland. Later 
the Zero´s excursion was integrated 
into the curriculum, and additional 
companies were visited. Students 
even had to give a presentation on the 
excursion, which counted for 1 ECTS. 
Since then the excursion has developed 
into what it is today.

My interest had been peeked even 
before the Zero´s excursion, you see, 
when I was in high school, I saw a 
documentary about the coal mines 
in Holland which looked really 
adventurous and interesting. As part of 
a youth program, high school students 
could join several different companies, 
such as Heineken and ING Bank, for 
a couple of days to get an idea about 
potential work prospects. I went to 
Limburg twice, once to the private 
mines, and once to the state mines. 
That’s when I knew I wanted to work at 
a mine, and I still think I made the right 
choice. 

What has your involvement been in the 
MV? 
First of all, since there were a mere 6 
of us in my year, we all became student 
assistants in the second year. Secondly, 
we all frequented Het Noorden, where 
we got to know, the then owner, Jan 
Garos, and also acquainted older 
students. This is how I first became 
part of the yearbook committee, and 
a year later, I became the president of 
the committee. Back then, the board 
had two board changes per year, one in 
spring and one in autumn. The board 

Hans de Ruiter on 125 years of MV, changes and experiences

By: J Rudlang

As the MV celebrated their 125th birthday and so their 25th lustrum this november we of the editiorial 
board thought it was a good idea to look back at 125 years of MV. What was it like in the old days? What 
has changed?  What has not?  We interviewed our golden honorary member Hans de Ruijter to discuss 
his view on 125 years of MV.

 ▲ Hans in front of Het Noorden
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the lustrum theme, energy transition, 
was very appropriate. It shows that the 
study is up to date with modern times 
and priorities. If the changes that took 
place over the last three decades had not 
occurred, chances are, the Geoscience 
department as we know would no 
longer exist.

What kind of advice would you give 
current and future AES students?
Over the 20 years I have worked at the 
faculty I have talked to many students 
who didn’t know what they wanted 
to do with their lives, or which study 
specialisation they should follow. I 
always tell them: Do something you 
like to do, and something you do well. 
If you do something you like to do, most 
of the time, you will put in more time 
and energy than needed and reap the 
rewards. My other advice is, you should 
always have a goal or target, like going 
from A to B. If you can convey clearly 
that you have a goal, when applying 
for a job, you will most likely leave a 
lasting impression, and, as in my case, 
the company will  try to convince you to 
take something else within the company 
for which they have a direct need at 
that moment. Just like I wanted to work 
in an underground mine in the artic, 
but first ended up working in an open 
pit in the tropics. You can always find 
challenges and better yourself. I could 
have continued the road from A to C, 
but then I got the opportunity to go to 
B, because I had set working and living 
there as my original goal. Always try 
to make the best out of everything and 
look for new opportunities, as they are 
everywhere around you.

Was it consciously one of your goals as a 
student, to work all over the world?
No, when I started the study the goal 
was limited to working with the coal 
mines in Limburg, because they were 
really blooming with potential and 
belonged amongst the most modernised 
mines in Europe. However, later on I 
became interested in doing practical 
work in Lapland. I realised that I wanted 
to live and work in a Nordic region of 
the world in an underground mine, as 
I don’t really like the tropical climate. I 
had a very fixed idea of what I wanted 
to do which is also what I told Billiton 
when they requested me to work for 
them. However, at that time they could 
only offer me a place in Suriname, 
which, due to it´s tropical nature, I 
wasn’t thrilled about, but then I decided 
it was time to graduate and move on, 
after almost 9 years in Delft, after all, 
what did I have to lose? After 4.5 years 
in Suriname, Billiton had me working in 
an underground zinc mine in the high 
artic. 

For the last 125 years, there has been 
Mijnbouw and Mining Engineering, 
now it is called Applied Earth Sciences, 
there are more International students, 
more internationalisation, and a 
broadening of the subjects etc… what do 
you think of this development?
There are many more possibilities now! 
I think that’s a good shift, because we 
should think about this planet, about 
our consumption, our influence on 
the climate and the world´s condition 
as we leave it to future generations. 
It makes it more challenging for the 
students, but it’s a good development 
nonetheless. Consequently, I thought 

this was very nice, and introduced it 
back in Delft at Het Noorden. So, once 
a month we would gather, as graduates 
and alumni, in Het Noorden, now 
known as the Barbara Borrel (drink). 

Has the way the Lustrum is celebrated 
changed, compared to when you 
organised it? 
We did host something that resembles 
the symposium. However, back in my 
day the main topics were coal mining 
oriented, and thus we started the 
presentations at 6 in the morning, 
because that was when the miners 
started their work. Appropriately, we 
got tea with rum, and the assembly 
was held in the attic at the old mining 
faculty. We also organised excursions, a 
gala and an alum3ni dinner, and hosted 
foreign students of course. So it had its 
differences, however not too many.

Would you say that it is good that TU 
Delft and the MV keep evolving over 
the years even if at the cost of tradition?
I would say yes, we are fortunate that 
they do change! Because I believe, that if 
things don´t change or develop, it fades 
away. The biggest changes are probably 
that there are more students overall, 
and that the formality differences 
between students and professors are 
smaller. This opened up the room for 
more communication and discussion. 
Other important changes are the 
modernisation of the curriculum (now 
100% in English), as well as the teaching 
methods and the large number of 
foreign students.

Since you graduated you have worked 
all over the world, could you name one 
of your most memorable international 
experiences?
Well, every experience has been 
different. First, I worked in an open pit 
mine in the tropics of Suriname. As a 
contrast, one of my most noteworthy 
employments was in the high artic, 72 
degrees North, in Canada. It was a very 
special place, and so my family and I 
decided to stay in Canada longer. My 
philosophy is that if you want to live 
and work in a country, you should adapt 
to the countries people and traditions. 
As much as it isn’t realistic to adapt 
100% you can at least try to integrate 
into the culture. We enjoyed that very 
much. 
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PhD Thesis

By Dr. ir. Durgesh Kawale

An oil reservoir contains randomly connected mineral grains. The pore-space is the void volume in between
the mineral grains. One may imagine the pore-space to consist of a series of converging-diverging
pathways. As a fluid flows through these complex pathways (or pore-space) the local direction of velocity
field as well as the local pressure field constantly changes. The physics become even more
fascinating when the fluid does not follow the Newton’s law, that is the stress is not proportional to
the strain.

Polymer solutions are viscoelastic fluids. These fluids combine viscous as well as elastic behaviour.
For instance, viscous behaviour is a measure of how ‘thick’ a liquid is, whereas elastic behaviour
is a measure of how much of the stored energy can be recovered in a fluid. As viscoelastic polymer
solutions flows through the pore space in a geological porous media, they exhibit some fascinating flow
phenomena. For instance, silly putty is a viscoelastic fluid that can flow, bounce or break depending
on how rapidly it is deformed.

In this article, we will focus on the flow behaviour of polymer solutions through porous media.
Typically, the flow resistance (or pressure-drop) and the flow rate is re-scaled by using Darcy’s law
to obtain an apparent viscosity and an apparent shear-rate plots. In figure 1, a schematic of such
an apparent viscosity versus an apparent shear-rate is shown. We can see that the polymer solutions
demonstrates an apparent shear-thinning behaviour until the certain critical shear-rate, beyond which
an apparent shear-thickening behaviour is observed. In my PhD, we found the cause of these nonlinear
flow behaviour at a macro scale (pore or core scale) and extended it to processes occurring at
the single-molecular scale.

Polymer solution flow through 
porous media: From core-scale

phenomena to single-molecule 
dynamics
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Enter microfluidics
The relative strength of viscous to 
elastic forces during the flow of Polymer 
solutions is typically
characterized by the non-dimensional 
number Weissenberg number, Wi = 
˙  where 
˙ is shear-rate (a
measure of flow speed) and  is the 
polymer relaxation time. The typical 
length of the pore space is order of few 
micrometers. At these length scales 
the elastic forces dominate the viscous 
forces, that is
Wi  1.
The typical length scale of features in 
microfluidics devices is in the order of 
few micrometers.
Hence, microfluidic devices are apt 
for studying high-Wi flow of polymer 

solutions. In this thesis
we fabricated many types of 
microfluidic devices. A common feature 
of these devices was that they
all contained an array of pillars to 
represent a model porous medium. The 
layout and the shape of
these pillars varied to investigate 
specific flow fields. As an example, 
figure 2a shows the schematic
of the microfluidic device. The device 
consists of one inlet through which the 
polymer solution was
injected. The polymer solution flows 
through the array of pillars (different 
shapes and layouts shown
in figure 2b) until it exists through the 
outlet. Two pressure taps measured the 
pressure-drop across
the periodic array. We had integrated 

the entire microfluidic device with an 
inverted microscope which
allowed for real-time flow field 
visualization. In principle, we visualized 
tracer particles which shine
brightly when exposed to UV light 
through a camera with long exposure 
time. This allows to track
the path along which tracer particles 
move with the fluid, as the fluid flows in 
microfluidic device.
Refer to the PhD thesis, Kawale [3] for 
additional details on experimental setup.

∆P
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8.5 mm

(a)
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 ▲ Figure 1: Schematic of 
the polymer apparent 
viscosity versus the 
apparent shear-rate in 
porous media[1]

 ▲ Figure 2: (a) Schematic showing 
one of our microfluidic devices. The 
periodic array containing cylinders 
and rectangular pillars (details in (b)) 
is located over a length of 8.5mm in 
the centre of the geometry.[2]

Pore-scale flow field visualization
In figure 3 the pore scale flow field and 
corresponding pressure-drop for four 
different microfluidic
devices is shown. Figures 3a-c shows 
streamline images. The black squares 
and circles are the pillars
in the microfluidic device. The bright 
lines show the local flow field. We 
observed a large apparent
‘stagnation zone’ upstream of the pillars. 
These apparent stagnations zones were 
called as dead-zones
(DZ) and we observed them at all the 
probed apparent shear-rates, 
y˙ = 3.63 s−1 to 27 200 s−1. The
local shear-rate inside the DZs is almost 
zero whereas the local shear-rate 
outside the DZ is clearly
higher.
We noticed that at a certain shear-rate 

(for results shown in figure 3b, 
y˙ = 30 s−1) the DZs starts
wobbling in a direction perpendicular 
to the mean flow direction. At the same 
time, the corresponding pressure-drop 
also starts to fluctuate over time at the 
same shear-rate. This marks the onset 
of the
elastic instabilities. At higher shear-
rates, for instance at 
y˙ = 145.33 s−1 in figure 3c, the presence
of elastic instabilities lead to an increase 
in the pressure-drop fluctuations and 
also cause rapid flow
field fluctuations. At this point, the DZ 
periodically grows in size and washes 
away. This cycle of DZ
washing might influence the pressure-
drop fluctuations. In figure 3d, we show 
the standard deviation
of the pressure drop fluctuations versus 

the apparent shear-rate. It is interesting 
to note that the rapid
increase in the standard deviation of the 
pressure-drop fluctuations as observed 
in the case polymer
solutions does not occur for Newtonian 
fluids. This suggests that the observed 
phenomena is due to
the viscoelasticity of polymer solutions. 
When we plot the apparent viscosity 
versus the apparent
shear-rate (figure 3e) we find that 
the deviation in the apparent shear-
thinning coincides with the
onset of the time dependent elastic 
instabilities (that is with periodic 
washing DZ washing). These
results suggests that the apparent shear-
thickening behaviour observed during 
polymer flooding occurs
due to the elastic instabilities.
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 ▲ Figure 3: Results for 0.1% hydrolyzed polyacrylamide solution (18 MDa, 30% hydrolysis) in deionized water. (a) - (c) shows 
streamlines of polymer solution flowing through microfluidic geometries of porous media as shown in figure 2b. In (a), the flow 
contains stationary dead-zone at y˙ = 3.63 s−1. (b) y˙ = 30 s−1 marks the onset of the elastic instabilities and at (c) y˙ = 145.33 s−1, the 
elastic instabilities are present. The columns refer to various microfluidic device geometries. Scale bar in all streamline figures is 100 
μm and the flow direction is from left to right. (d) The standard deviation of the pressure-drop fluctuations over the apparent shear-
rate. (e) Plot of polymer apparent viscosity versus the apparent shear-rate. Note that the solid lines in (d) and in (e) are spline fit to 
the data shown solely to guide the readers eye.[2]

 ▲ Figure 4: Schematic showing two potential 
polymer chain conformations as it approaches 
a pillar. The top diagram depicts coiled chain 
conformation as it reaches close to the upstream 
side of a pillar whereas the bottom diagram 
depicts a stretched chain conformation.[4]
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DNA visualization
Until now, we focussed on the pore-
scale flow fields. It was shown that 
elastic instabilities occur
during the flow of polymer solutions 
in porous media. In this section of the 
article, we will zoom
further down to single-molecular 
dynamics. We directly observed a 
polymer chain as it flows through
the microfluidic device contain a porous 
media. Complete experimental details of 
single-molecule
visualization can be found in my PhD 
thesis[3]. In short, we stained a DNA 
molecule to make it
fluorescent and then used it as a 
model polymer chain. The molecular 
conformation of a polymer

chain as it approaches a pillar is unclear. 
In figure 4, two possible conformations 
are possible. The
polymer chain will either be coiled 
because the local shear-rate in a DZ is 
negligible or, the polymer
chain will be stretched because of the 
extensional flow field at the stagnation 
point upstream of the
pillar.
Figure 5a-c shows the DNA 
conformation at 
y˙ = 3.63 s−1 (Wi 29 291) as it approaches 
a pillar.
Recall that a DZ is a stagnation zone 
where the local velocity is close to zero 
relative to the local
velocity outside the DZ. As a DNA chain 
approaches a DZ, it is stretched (figure 

5a). Upon reaching the tip of the DZ 
(recall that the DZ is has wedge shape), 
the DNA chain recoils (figure 5b). The
DNA chain traverses through the DZ in 
coiled conformation. As the DNA chain 
arrives close to the
pillar, it is re-stretched and rotated 
to align in the direction that is 
perpendicular to the mean flow
direction as shown in figure 5c. Such 
a coil-stretch transition reveals the 
molecular dynamics that
occur during a polymer flood in the 
apparent shear-thickening region.

DNA stretched before 
entering DZ

DNA coiled at
 tip of DZ

DNA stretched and 
rotated inside DZ

Flow

t = 0 sec t = 3.03 sec

~ DZ length~ DZ length

t = 6.72 sec

~ DZ length

(a) (b) (c)

 ▲ Figure 5: Sequence of images showing (a) stretched DNA chain approaching a pillar before entering DZ, (b) re-coiled DNA chain 
at roughly the tip of DZ and (c) re-stretched again and rotated inside the DZ. DZ length refers to the length scale of a DZ. The 
polymer solution is 0.02% polyacrylamide (18 MDa) in de-ionized water.  y˙ = 3.3 s−1 and Wi 29 291. Scale bar = 20 μm.[4]
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Graduation Subjects

Prof.dr.ir. J.D. Jansen and Prof.dr.ir. P.M.J. van den 
Hof (PhD)
E. Goncalves Dias De Barros: “Value of Information 
in Closed-Loop Reservoir Management”

Date:  Monday 22 January 2018
Time:  10:00 hrs
Place:  Senaatszaal, Aula

Prof.dr.ir. J.D. Jansen and Dr.ir. M. Möller (PhD)
J.M. van der Meer: “Numerical simulation of foam 
enhanced oil recovery”

Date:  Wednesday 31 January 2018
Time:  15:00 hrs
Place:  Senaatszaal, Aula

Prof.dr.ir. E.C. Slob and Dr.ir. G.G. Drijkoningen (PhD)
A.M. Schaller: “Land time-lapse CSEM: Modeling. 
Surveying and inversion of a steam-injected oil field”.

Date:  Friday 9 February 2018
Time:  10:00 hrs
Place:  Senaatszaal, Aula

Dr. Ir. F.C. Vossepoel
Irene Platteeuw: “Initiation of Fault Reactivation 
- New Insights into the Effect of Differential 
Compaction”
Date:  Wednesday 31 January 2018
Time:  15:00  hrs
Place:  Room 02.110 – CiTG building

Dr. Ir. R.B.J. Brinkgreve
Shayan  Kalanaki: “Analysis of Offshore Protective 
Berms using FEM and MPM”
Date:  Tuesday 30 January 2018
Time:  09:00  hrs
Place:  Room 2.66 – CiTG building
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